
VINCENNES [L-H] - 22 October 
Race 1 - PRIX CYRENE -  2700m WALK-UP C62 Harness. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. HIMBERLAND - Good 1.75L second at this venue 26 days ago. Bold show expected.  

2. HASHTAG DE TAGOR - DQ on three of his last four starts. Risky proposition at present.  

3. HURRICANE STEED - Held 19L sixth at Graignes five days ago. Others preferred.  

4. HURZY DE LUNE - Successful by 2.5L at Angers earlier this month. Top chance.  

5. HYDROMEL - Put a couple of DQ behind him when 5.25L fifth at this track seventeen days ago. 

Others make more appeal.  

6. HOKITOLOVE - Placed third when beaten 3.5L at Enghien nine days ago. Notable contender.  

7. HAVE SEVEN - Held 31L eighth at this track two weeks ago. Step forward expected second up.  

8. HOLESHOT - Runner-up when beaten a nose at this venue earlier this month. Of note in this race.  

9. HANDZARO DU BOCAGE - DQ at this track first up. Others preferred.  

10. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - Good 0.25L second at this venue earlier this month. Strong claims.  

11. HAMILTON STAR - DQ here first up. Claims on the form he showed last spell.  

12. HIGUAIN DE LOU - Completed a double when winning by 1.25L at Enghien nine days ago. Leading 

contender.  

13. HAFFIENOU - New shoeing combination tried following a 13L seventh here. More required.  

Summary: HURZY DE LUNE (4) has been found a suitable opportunity to go back to back following a 
2.5L triumph at Angers.  HIGUAIN DE LOU (12) is shortlisted having won by 1.25L at Enghien. HOLD 
UP DU DIGEON (10) can play a hand in the finish on the back of a 0.25L second at this circuit. Proven 
under these conditions. HIMBERLAND (1) is another to consider having been beaten 1.75L second at 
this venue. 

Selections 

HURZY DE LUNE (4) - HIGUAIN DE LOU (12) - HOLD UP DU DIGEON (10) - HIMBERLAND (1)  



Race 2 - PRIX MAJA -  2700m WALK-UP D81 Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. GOLD DU CALICE - Unplaced in seven starts this year. Opposed.  

2. GITAN DU LUPIN - Three wins from his last five starts and has been in excellent form this year. 

Leading claims upped in grade without shoes.  

3. GLORIEUX - 4.25L fifth behind re-opposing rivals in a Class D at Laval thirteen days ago. Each way 

chance.  

4. GALEO D'AMARO - 2.25L third when behind Golfeur des Loyaux in a Class D walk up at Laval 

thirteen days back. Thereabouts.  

5. GORLANDO - 29 race maiden but not beaten far when a 1.25L fifth in a Class D course and distance 

event. Could find the frame.  

6. GUERRIER CASTELETS - Capable of running well at this level but often struggles to find the finish. 

Risky.  

7. GENIE DES LUCAS - Majority of form has come in the saddle and remains best watched having 

been DQ in three of his last four starts.  

8. GOLFEUR DES LOYAUX - Three seconds from his last four starts including when beaten 0.75L in 

this grade at Laval thirteen days ago. One to note.  

9. GARDE A VOUS - Four wins from his last five. Scored by 0.75L in a Class B at Lisieux 26 days ago. 

Leading chance without shoes.  

10. GOSSIP BOY - Below par in last two outings but capable of running well in this grade. Not dismissed 

if bouncing back.  

11. GREAT D'ARRY - Made all for a 1.25L success in a Class D mobile race at Mauquenchy 25 days 

ago. Notable runner with front pads added for the first time.  

12. GHOST - String of placings at Class D level prior to two poor efforts. Interesting without shoes after 

a 203 day break. Market check.  

Summary: The progressive GARDE A VOUS (9) arrives following four wins from his last five. Scored 
by 0.75L in a Class B at Lisieux just under four weeks ago. Leading chance with a good record barefoot. 
GREAT D'ARRY (11) made all for a 1.25L success in a Class D mobile race at Mauquenchy. Notable 
runner with front pads added for the first time. Could find further progress. GITAN DU LUPIN (2) has 
three wins from his last five starts and has been in excellent form this year. Firmly involved upped in 
grade without shoes. GHOST (12) would be interesting if attracting market support after a break. 

Selections 

GARDE A VOUS (9) - GREAT D'ARRY (11) - GITAN DU LUPIN (2) - GHOST (12)  



Race 3 - PRIX THEMIS -  2850m WALK-UP C399 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE - Well beaten in recent starts. Others hold stronger claims.  

2. PAYET D.E. - Completed a hat-trick of walk up victories including when scoring by 3.25L in this grade 

at Beaumont-de-Lomagne prior to a solid second Argentan. Unexposed and rates highly.  

3. READY RIBB - Safely accounted on both starts following a short break. Best watched.  

4. FALCO BERRY - Capable performer when things go right and has a good record without shoes. 

Risky following three consecutive DQ but impossible to rule out if maintaining stride. 

5. DREAMER DE CHENU - Could be involved if replicating his form from earlier this season but best 

watched following down the field reappearance. 

6. FIRELLO - Good second at Cagnes-sur-Mer in a Class A event two back. Excellent track record and 

dangerous to rule out for a top stable.  

7. VICTOR FERM - Classy early form and highly tried in three starts with shoes since resuming. 

Interesting now racing barefoot. 

8. DATCHA - Inconsistent but could find the frame if putting her best foot forwards.  

9. VALZER DI POGGIO - Good second in a Class B course and distance walk up prior to a solid sixth 

in the G3 Prix Emile Beziere under the same conditions. One to note.  

10. FREYJA DU PONT - 10L third in the G3 Prix Emile Beziere over track and trip 24 days ago. In the 

mix.  

11. BARON DAIDOU - 4L fifth behind Valzer Di Poggio in a Class B course and distance walk up just 

over a month ago. Frame chance.  

12. EQUINOXE JIEL - 2.25L success in a Class C walk up at Caen thirteen days ago. Claims.  

13. DECOLORATION - Running well when DQ at the 450m stage in the G3 Grand National du Trot 

Paris-Turf mobile event at Les Sables-d'olonne. Interesting following a 93 day break.  

14. FOR YOU MADRIK - Well beaten in the G3 Grand Prix Anjou-Maine at Angers on reappearance. 

Step forward needed.  

Summary: The unexposed PAYET D.E. (2) completed a hat-trick of walk up victories including when 
scoring by 3.25L in this grade at Beaumont-de-Lomagne prior to a solid second Argentan. Open to 
further progress. Leading player. EQUINOXE JIEL (12) won by 2.25L in a Class C walk up at Caen 
recently. Notable runner in current form. VALZER DI POGGIO (9) produced a strong second in a Class 
B course and distance walk up prior to a solid sixth in the G3 Prix Emile Beziere under the same 
conditions. Firmly involved with a good record in this shoeing combination. FALCO BERRY (4) would 
be thereabouts if maintaining stride. FIRELLO (6) has some excellent course form. 

Selections 

PAYET D.E. (2) - EQUINOXE JIEL (12) - VALZER DI POGGIO (9) - FALCO BERRY (4) - FIRELLO 
(6)  



Race 4 - PRIX COLUMBA -  2100m MOBILE D41 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HACIENDA VERDERIE - Good 1.75L second behind Hokkaida at this venue 26 days ago. Respected 

despite being unplaced in three mobile starts.  

2. HISTORY GALA - Scored in a Class D mobile event at Cagnes-sur-Mer four starts ago but yet to 

match that form subsequently. Must bounce back.  

3. HOKKAIDA - Two wins from her last three starts and has a 50% strike rate behind the mobile. Leading 

claims without shoes.  

4. HOLLY SHINE - 0.75L runner-up in a Grade E walk up at Enghien eighteen days ago. One placing 

from eight mobile starts is an issue.  

5. HAPPY MARANCOURT - DQ on her last two starts but dead-heated for first in a Class D mobile race 

at Cagnes-sur-Mer in August. One to note on stable debut.  

6. HELALI DE MONTCEAU - Poor autostart record with just one placing in seven outings. Others 

preferred.  

7. HERMOSA BELLA - Scored in a Class C walk up back in June but well held in a Grade D mobile at 

Les Sables-d'Olonne when last seen 98 days ago. Market can guide.  

8. HELLO DARLING - Consistent with four placings from seven mobile starts. Second to a subsequent 

winner in a Class D autostart over course and distance 33 days ago. Leading chance.  

9. HEMERA TURGOT - Two wins and four placings from her last six starts. Key chance without shoes 

at this suitable standard.  

10. HOLLY GREEN - Good 1.25L second in a Class D walk up at Enghien eighteen days ago. Mobile 

record tempers enthusiasm but dangerous to dismiss.  

Summary: HELLO DARLING (8) is consistent with four placings from seven mobile starts. Solid runner-
up to a subsequent winner in a Class D autostart over course and distance last time out. Leading claims 
with plenty in her favour. HEMERA TURGOT (9) arrives following two wins and four placings from her 
past six starts. Key player without shoes at this suitable standard. HOKKAIDA (3) holds a pair of victories 
from her latest three outings. Good 50% strike rate behind the mobile. and is a notable runner racing 
barefoot. HACIENDA VERDERIE (1) looks interesting racing from the inside draw. 

Selections 

HELLO DARLING (8) - HEMERA TURGOT (9) - HOKKAIDA (3) - HACIENDA VERDERIE (1)  



Race 5 - PRIX BRUCIA -  2100m MOBILE D111 Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. FANTASIA MESLOISE - Arrives in poor form and finished behind plenty of these when eighth at 

Laval. Best watched.  

2. FLANDRE - Can be excused a poor run on grass latest and was in good form prior. Each way claims.  

3. FELINE MOUROTAISE - In good form prior to a below par run at Laval recently. Unexposed behind 

the mobile and interesting in this first-time shoeing combination.  

4. FORTUNA - Scored on the grass at Cluny prior to a 2.5L third in a Class D walk up at Marseille-

Borely. Frame chance for a good driver.  

5. FLORE BUISSONAY - Mixed form in a variety of grades of late. Fair fourth behind a pair of these at 

Laval nineteen days ago. Place contender back behind the mobile.  

6. FLEUR DU LUPIN - 1.25L second behind Faustine Nay in a walk up at Laval recently. Involved and 

could have more to offer in autostarts.  

7. FADOUNA D'OCCAGNES - Fifth behind re-opposing rivals at Laval nineteen days ago. Each way 

contender.  

8. FANNY DE L'OISON - Arrives in fair form but has a poor record behind the mobile. (One placing from 

fourteen starts).  

9. FIORA DE COUSSERAT - 0.75L second in a Class E walk up on the grass at Nimes thirteen days 

ago. In the mix if replicating under these different conditions.  

10. FINE PERLE DU GITE - One success from 63 outings but has found the frame on a number of 

occasions at this level. Each way player.  

11. FADETTE D'AURCY - 1.75L fourth in a Class E mobile event at Enghien eight days ago. Poor 

winning record but holds place claims without shoes.  

12. FEEL SMART - 0.25L second in a Class E walk up at Le Croise-Laroche eighteen days back. 

Unexposed with front pads. One to note with the return to mobile no issue.  

13. FAUSTINE NAY - Three Class E walk up wins from her last six starts including when beating re-

opposing rivals at Laval. Top claims on second mobile outing.  

14. FLEUR DU NORD - Three placings from fourteen mobile starts. Could find the frame if things fall 

right.  

Summary: FAUSTINE NAY (13) arrives following a trio of Class E walk up wins from her past six starts. 
Scored by 1.25L beating re-opposing rivals at Laval. Top chance on second mobile outing. FLEUR DU 
LUPIN (6) finished runner up in the aforementioned Laval contest. Could be thereabouts and may have 
more to offer in autostarts. FELINE MOUROTAISE (3) provided good form prior to a below par effort at 
Laval. Unexposed behind the mobile and interesting in this first-time shoeing combination. Good driver 
booking. FIORA DE COUSSERAT (9) cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

FAUSTINE NAY (13) - FLEUR DU LUPIN (6) - FELINE MOUROTAISE (3) - FIORA DE 
COUSSERAT (9)  



Race 6 - PRIX CYANE -  2850m WALK-UP D21 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. IDESIA BLEUE - DQ on all four starts. Opposed.  

2. IMPASSE DE VOUEDE - DQ on both starts to date. Best watched. 

3. IALTA PRIOR - 23L fifth at Cabourg on mounted debut. Progress required.  

4. INOA DE SOMOZA - Hinted at ability early and has won a driven event. Not entirely dismissed now 

in the saddle despite poor recent efforts. 

5. ILOHA JIHAIME - Four placings in eight career starts but was DQ on sole mounted outing at Bernay 

(grass) two back. May be worth giving another chance.  

6. INTENSE DES VAUX - Two from two in mounted events both coming at Class F level. Top claims.  

7. IRENE PONT VAUTIER - Mounted winner last year and ran two good races in Class D company 

recently. Notable runner.  

8. IDOLE DE MATORHE - 6L fourth in a Class D mounted race at this venue seventeen days ago. One 

to note.  

9. IDEALE PASSION - Improved form when a 5.5L winner of a Class E mounted event at Enghien eight 

days back. Leading claims.  

10. INTRIGUE JENILOU - Six DQ from ten career starts but has finished runner up twice in mounted 

races (Class D and E). Clearly has ability and involved if maintaining stride.  

Summary: INTENSE DES VAUX (6) is unbeaten in a pair of mounted events with both wins coming at 
Class F level. Top claims upped in standard. IDEALE PASSION (9) showed progress when a 5.5L 
winner of a Class E mounted event at Enghie. Leading chance. The risky INTRIGUE JENILOU (10) 
brings six DQ from ten career starts though has finished runner up twice in mounted races including in 
this grade here. Clearly has ability and could be involved if maintaining stride. IRENE PONT VAUTIER 
(7) must be considered. 

Selections 

INTENSE DES VAUX (6) - IDEALE PASSION (9) - INTRIGUE JENILOU (10) - IRENE PONT 
VAUTIER (7)  



Race 7 - PRIX CARINA -  2850m WALK-UP C29 Harness. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. I AM PHYT'S - DQ on reappearance at Amiens. Capable at this level and market can guide on stable 

debut.  

2. I LOVE IGNY - 1.75L fourth in a Class D course and distance event a fortnight ago. Not dismissed.  

3. IPIPOURAX PAULOIS - Solid form in his last three starts including when a 1.75L third in a Class D 

walk up at Angers sixteen days back. One to note.  

4. IT'S A DOLLARMAKER - Unbeaten in four starts to date and created a good impression when 

winning a Class D at Pornichet 44 days ago. Tough to beat.  

5. IDAHO SPRINGS - Dual winner who placed at this level here in June. Interesting if sharp enough 

following 107 days off.  

6. IN LOVE WITH BOND - Out of form in his last four starts but had shown promise prior. Needs to turn 

things around.  

7. IPSOS DE SIMM - Finished behind a pair of re-opposing rivals when a 9.25L fifth in a Class C mobile 

event at Enghien 68 days ago. Frame chance.  

8. IMPARTIAL - Scored in a claimer prior to finishing an 11L sixth in a Grade C autostart at Enghien 

recently. One for the multiples.  

9. IN THE SUN - Finished behind In Love With Bond when a 6L third in a Class C mobile at Enghien in 

August. Respected.  

Summary: IT'S A DOLLARMAKER (4) arrives trying to make it five consecutive victories. Created a 
strong impression when winning a Class D at Pornichet last month. Tough to beat for a good trainer and 
driver. IPIPOURAX PAULOIS (3) produced solid form in his past three starts including when 1.75L third 
in a Class D walk up at Angers. Firmly involved. IDAHO SPRINGS (5) is capable at this level and would 
be interesting if strong in the market following a break. IN THE SUN (9) looks one to note. 

Selections 

IT'S A DOLLARMAKER (4) - IPIPOURAX PAULOIS (3) - IDAHO SPRINGS (5) - IN THE SUN (9) 

  

 


